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Fig. 1. Neon sign on South Las Vegas Boulevard 
 
Let me dwell for a moment on the fabulous aspects of the city and its environs. The 
word ‘fabulous’ derives from the Latin fabula which gives us the English ‘fable’, a short 
narrative that provides an edifying or cautionary point. Fables can be pedagogical 
instruments. When Denise Scott-Brown, Robert Venturi, the late Steven Izenour et al took a 
first—second—look in 1968, they insisted in their formal analysis of the Las Vegas strip to 
postpone judgment, i.e. they proposed to view the space through a dispassionate lense, 
assembling analytic maps while resisting the temptation to judge the Strip based on an 
arbitrary set of values. However, this is 2001 and in acknowledging the impossibility to 
occupy a neutral position, I would like to counter the Learning from Las Vegas project by 
investigating in this paper the lines of contestation that run between and across the different 
scales that circumscribe the phenomenon of Las Vegas today. 
So, welcome to Las Vegas, and welcome to desert hyperbole: the city with the highest 
suicide rate in the country, with the highest alcohol consumption rate per capita in the 
country, the number-one tourist destination in the U.S. with more than 30 million visitors a 
year in a city of one million locals, convention and exhibition city central with the world’s 
largest annual computer dealers’ exhibition drawing as much as 200,000 paid visitors, with 
the largest number of hotel rooms of any city in the world (about 120,000 and growing) 
with the highest average hotel-occupancy rate of any American city, the highest marriage rate 
(ten times the national average) and the highest divorce rate (more than double the national 
average), with the highest water consumption per capita of any city in the world, and the city 
that does not have a major-league sports team, no nationally accredited symphony orchestra 
or opera, no theater company that performs throughout the week, and no major art 
museum. So writes David Littlejohn in the introduction to his book entitled The Real Las 
Vegas: Life Beyond the Strip.  And yet Las Vegas cannot be easily fathomed by statistics 
alone, much less by only focusing on the Strip. The difficulties in evaluation begin with the 
geographical boundaries of this exurban phenomenon. In 2000 the Census Bureau used the 
term Las Vegas Metropolitan Statistical Area to include not only the city proper of Las Vegas 
but also the Strip (which remains part of Clark County), Nye County to the north (which 
contains Nellis Air Force Base and the Nevada Test Site), and Mohave County in Arizona 
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which falls within Las Vegas’ sphere of influence. And even this large terrain does not exist in 
a geographic vacuum. In recent years the city led intense intra- and interstate negotiations 
with its neighbors concering the use of water and electricity. Based on this range of scales—
from Strip casino to interstate relations—I have structered this paper around three contested 
topoi—the casino/hotel/shop, the strip/city, and the region/interstate—that represent three 
separate but interrelated architectures ranging from Large to Extra Extra Large (L-XXL). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Video still from the movie The Truman Show 
 
L: Casino/Hotel/Shop 
Denise Scott-Brown has suggested that Las Vegas as a pleasure zone depends on a 
variety of imagery including “lightness, the quality of being an oasis in a perhaps hostile 
context, heightened symbolism, and the ability to engulf the visitor in a new role.”  One 
might combine these four forms of imagery into one, theatrical space of the 
casino/hotel/shop in which conventional conditions are suspended as long as the guest has 
money to spend.  To the Las Vegas visitor the casinos on the Strip function as a substitute 
universe. They superbly control the physical environment of light, sound, and motion in 
carefully designed spaces that make people not only lose money but also themselves. A 
casino’s goal is to separate the visitor from his or her 9-to-5 routine. The continuous 
maelstrom of noise and light, coupled with the casinos’ indistinct spatial edges that obscure 
exits and encourage looping, emphasizes the experiential, not formalist approach to design. 
The combination of entertainment and disorientation succeeds through a calculated 
inversion of exterior and interior, nurtured by the absence of clocks and windows. The shops 
at Caesars Forum were the first spaces to make use of a convincingly painted arched sky 
surface that simulates a 24 hour period every hour, speeding up the experience of time—as 
related to light changes—by a factor of 24. The confusion of the tourists’ diurnal cycle is 
calculated, both as a spectacle to draw visitors to the mall, and as a cunning diversionary 
tactic that, with its continuous simulation of an exterior day/night sky, gives the illusion of 
being outside on a cool summer evening, even if the actual outdoor temperature might hover 
in the 120s during the day. Notwithstanding Alan Hess’ assertion that the casino is a “vividly 
defined public space,”  the association of an outdoor environment with publicness, in fact 
the very idea of a forum in the Roman sense of a public square as a place for the exchange of 
ideas, has been transformed in Caesars Forum shops into a fundamentally private space for 
the exchange of currency. The public Italian piazza has morphed into the private American 
casino. 
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Fig. 3. The Eye in the sky on the back of a One Dollar bill. 
 
Most locals and tourists are aware of the eyes-in-the-sky casino surveillance in the 
casinos. Sanford Kwinter and Daniela Fabricius write that 
 
electronic surveillance is to time what files, and the old techniques of bureaucratic 
administration, were to space. Data sets can now be updated in perpetuity and 
monitored, like an efficient market, for harvestable events and particularities. As 
public and civic administration becomes automatic, our world takes on a bizarre 
involution: everything is suddenly interior, subsumed, and anticipated in the 
technosphere, a machinery soon greater and finer than the organosphere itself. 
 
Las Vegas manages the contestation of private and public space through a 
combination of electronic and physical surveillance. While the city of Las Vegas and the 
Strip in Clark County combined their police forces in 1973 into the Metro Police 
Department, their efforts are dwarfed by the legions of private security forces that number 
four times the size of the Metro Police. These private guards roam not only the casino and 
hotel spaces but also the sidewalks along the Strip. In 1993 the casino owners redefined the 
zone between the street and their property by the addition of public entertainment on 
private land, a translation of the vertical sign announcing the casino to the automobile into a 
horizontal place of action luring the pedestrian visitor into the casino beyond the public 
spectacle of an exploding volcano or a staged sea battle. This change led in 1995 to the 
Mirage casino receiving permission to take control of the sidewalk in front of the casino from 
the Department of Transportation, and its private guards are now able to ban any 
undesirables who might upset the carefully scripted performances staged in front of the 
casinos. The agreement with the county planning commission gave the casino this 
unprecedented right to control who inhabits the traditionally public space of the sidewalk. If 
privacy can be defined as choice and control over information and interaction,  Las Vegas 
visitors and locals alike have by now given up their rights and options voluntarily, for the 
benefit of a corporation and, for the benefit of personal entertainment. The sense of freedom 
to visit a dangerous yet safe, since controlled city that exists far away from Anytown USA in 
the middle of a desert, in other words the imaginary yet real emerald city, seems to provide 
enough impetus to forego one’s personal boundaries. Michael Ventura writes that as long as 
you don’t bother the other customers, you can do anything, which is precisely the promise of 
Las Vegas, Anything, but at a cost. For the visitor on the Strip or in the casinos social 
interaction has been transformed into a themed frictionless encounter with the Other.  
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Fig. 4. Looking south on South Las Vegas Boulevard 
 
XL: The Strip and the City 
From a conventional urban perspective Las Vegas contradicts any American city in 
that it has no downtown, and no central business district.  Instead Las Vegans shop 
exclusively in suburban shopping malls and in smaller commercial strips. Against the 
traditional form of growth the city has prospered, creating its own artificial history in the 
progress. Las Vegas never was a classic western cowboy or miner’s town and yet it continues 
to portray itself with a western motif. Particularly the early motels along the Strip employed 
an ersatz western style in their interiors. And to this day the casino dealers, cocktail waitresses 
and show girls wear modified versions of historical Western attire, alluding to a past that is as 
artificial as it is intoxicating to tourists. This intertwinement of absent conventional urban 
forms and the presence of imagined, yet realized fabular spaces has created a wide range of 
responses. 
Among the few critics who have taken Las Vegas seriously, J. B. Jackson extended the 
space of landscape architecture to include not only the natural world but also society and 
culture, and the human beings who occupy this space.  Sixteen years before Venturi, Scott-
Brown, and Izenour wrote Learning from Las Vegas, Jackson had come to the conclusion 
that the strip was worthy of critical examination. Hess describes its unusual status: 
 
While the strip remained the form of urban experiment, it was at the edge: at the 
edge of town and the edge of culture and the edge of taste. The strip has been the 
perfect medium for creating a new type of city where an old city would have been 
unable to take root. Possessing few natural resources, little unique scenery or parks, 
Las Vegas was a city that had to be invented—with dams, cheap electricity, defense 
plants, and the imaginary lines that separate bureaucratic jurisdictions. Those lines 
through trackless deserts turned a crime in one state into a respected industry in the 
next. Those lines created a unique and robust economy of amusement. And those 
imaginary lines materialized in the fanciful silhouettes and neon tracery of Las Vegas 
Architecture. A roadway could become a city. 
 
By now the strip has become an ordinary feature of any American city, and yet it 
remains an underexposed architectural entity. Reyner Banham calls the Strip optimistically 
‘collective art’, and Hess adds that it has been “an outdoor museum of popular culture”  for 
the past fifty years, and yet both skirt the fact that the Strip also represents the commercial 
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city par excellence, a capitalist eldorado of convenience, expedience, and exchange. The 
speed at which Las Vegas grants building permits is legend, even if real estate developers, in 
order to buy land in the city, must offer the federal government, which still owns 85% of 
Clark County, land of equal value somewhere else.”  This awkward arrangement has not 
slowed down the explosive growth the city has experienced in the past twenty years, and 
Hickey’s assertion that the “whole city floats on a sleek frisson of anxiety and promise that 
those of us addicted to such distraction must otherwise induce by motion or medication,”  
points to the city’s uniqueness rather than its repeatability.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5. The boneyard—a graveyard of outdated neon signs—operates as a petrified corporeal 
memory of Las Vegas’ ornamental history. 
 
The geographic isolation of Las Vegas comes into relief particularly in those 
boundary zones where the small industrial zones and the suburbs meet the surrounding 
desert. Here the city meets its counterpoint in the form of the western landscape and this 
clash has been reframed in Hickey’s unapologetic reading of the city against nature: 
 
It’s spectacular, of course, and even, occasionally, sublime (if you like sublime), but 
to my eyes that sunset is always fake—as flat and gaudy as a Barnett Newman and 
just as pretentious…. One either prefers the honest fakery of the neon or the fake 
honesty of the sunset—the undisguised artifice of culture or the cultural construction 
of ‘authenticity’—the genuine rhinestone, finally, or the imitation pearl. 
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Fig. 6. Table showing population growth from 1907 to 1995. 
 
XXL: Interstate Relations 
Las Vegas, the largest water consumer per capita, exists paradoxically because of 
water. 30,000 years ago 20% of Nevada was covered by lakes, including the Las Vegas valley. 
Over the millennia the water drained away and the location of contemporary Las Vegas 
marks the only place in the valley that was still lush with plant growth, supported by three 
artesian springs, when Paiute Indians spend their winters by the naturally warm and clean 
waters.  Today Las Vegas’ centrifugal growth into the landscape is countered by its 
centripetal appetite for potable water, and the clash of private and public interests over such 
visceral issues as land and water.  Before the Hoover dam construction in 1935,  the 
Colorado River Compact divided up the river’s water among four upper-basin states, 
Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, and Utah, and three lower-basin states, Arizona, 
Nevada, California, as well as Mexico.  Based on this agreement Nevada gained access to 
300,000 acre-feet of water from Lake Mead in 1922, although it did not start using its 
allotment until 1955, after state engineers had warned about Las Vegas running out of its 
underground source for artesian spring water. By 1970 Las Vegas underground water table 
had dropped by two hundred feet, and by 1986 the ground had sunk along the strip 2.9 feet 
and in North Las Vegas up to 5.0 feet, accompanied by earth fissures that threaten the 
structural integrity of the buildings. Even though Las Vegas is now drawing 88% of its water 
from Lake Mead, withdrawals of ground water still exceeds recharging by a factor of 2 to 3. 
Engineers estimate that the city, if the growth continues unabated, will run out of water by 
2007. Some argue that Las Vegas has already exceeded its allotment of water from Lake 
Mead, and can only continue this practice because of a surprising loophole in the Colorado 
River agreement which allows the city to draw more than its assigned water ration from Lake 
Mead by exchanging treated wastewater for fresh water. “For every gallon of treated sewage 
the city dumps back in the lake, it is allowed to take out an additional gallon of fresh water.”  
Since the early 1990s this practice, euphemistically called the application of return-flow-
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credits, has allowed the city to pump more water out of Lake Mead than the allotted 
300,000 acre-feet by pumping back more than 100,000 acre-feet of treated water through 
the Las Vegas wash, as the open canal is called that runs into Lake Mead. And in an 
extension of this strange logic Las Vegas water engineers agreed to dump its wastewater into 
Lake Mead 6.5 miles above the intake for the fresh water. A plume of potentially toxic blue-
green algae that thrives on nutrients found in sewage is visible on satellite images, and a 1996 
study by the U.S. Geological Survey found that male carp were turning into females, 
prompting another study underway at this point to see whether there is any danger to 
humans. Downstream users like Los Angeles that gets up to 35% of its water from the 
Colorado River are concerned about this exchange of wastewater for potable water. 
Furthermore, researches have found that it is not the half million tourists who cause Las 
Vegas high water consumption but rather locals who water their gardens, wash their cars, or 
keep the greens on the golf course lush. And yet, Las Vegas water bills are among the lowest 
in the West, encouraging not conservation but more waste. On the other hand, the water 
utilities as a public agency cannot make a profit by selling water, so increases have to come 
from the legislation which is at this point not interested in reducing growth in the region.  
Some Nevadans argue that, compared with Las Vegas, California wastes water at a 
much larger scale, given its extensive agricultural watering practices that cultivate arid land 
through intensive irrigation. Since the 1980s California has exceeded its 4.4 million acre-feet 
every year by claiming the unused water from Nevada and Colorado. Based on ‘return-flow 
credits’ Las Vegas has until now technically not used its annual Colorado River Compact 
allotment. As of 1999 the state of Nevada has begun what is known as water banking, 
drawing the full 300,000 acre-feet of water annualy and pumping the unused fresh water 
into the aquifer below the Las Vegas valley for use in the future. Both Las Vegas and Los 
Angeles have agreements with Arizona to bank water underground near Phoenix. If Las 
Vegas does run out of water by 2007, its engineers hope to be able to draw from these water 
reserves, and, in addition, there have been discussions between Las Vegas and Utah about 
leasing surplus water rights, against the protest of Colorado. No matter how these 
negotiations turn out, water will be a contested issue in Nevada, which is both the most arid 
and fastest growing state in the nation, for many years to come.  
The negotiations about water use at the state level have been marred by a persistent 
anti-regulatory and anti-federal movement that has grown in the past years, even though 
much of the economy of the state, and of Las Vegas, is unthinkable without the influence of 
federal projects that have sustained the growth of the city over the decades. For example 
Nellis Air Force Range (which contains the Nevada Atomic Test Site), the magnesium 
processing plant BMI (which became the town of Henderson, south of Las Vegas), and of 
course Hoover Dam and Boulder City (essentially a company town during the construction 
of the dam) all contributed substantially to the economy of the region. And yet the suspicion 
of any federal influence at the local level has led to deep resentments among Las Vegans. 
Maybe the precariousness and fragility of living in a highly artificial environment that 
depends on piped-in resources for survival elicits these strong reactions to any kind of 
external control, even though interstate relations are precisely what governs the state of Las 
Vegas today and in the future.  
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Fig. 7. Modified sign on South Las Vegas Boulevard. 
 
Conclusion: Las Vegas is America and America is Las Vegas 
In conclusion one could argue that Las Vegas represents merely the underbelly of 
American society and culture. And yet, several critics have also suggested that Las Vegas 
represents more than an architectural anomaly. Reyner Banham wrote in 1970 that “the 
Strip remains in the memory as the Superstrip of Superstrips; not just the main drag of Las 
Vegas but the main drag of the universal supercity of the American Dream.” And Dave 
Hickey has argued more recently that “America […] is a very poor lens through which to 
view Las Vegas, while Las Vegas is a wonderful lens through which to view America.”  
Hickey, who lives in Las Vegas, goes so far as to suggest that the city suppresses social 
difference rather than exacerbates it. He writes that there exist only two rules in Las Vegas: 
“(1) Post the Odds, and (2) Treat everybody the same. Just as one might in a democracy.”  
While Scott-Brown, Venturi, Izenour, and Hickey can agree on the fundamentally 
democratic character of the Strip —in the sense of an inclusive, open zone that does not 
discriminate—the boundaries have hardened elsewhere. Once the visitor moves passed the 
tightly controlled Strip environment the social equality unravels at the urban scale. When 
locals told the writer Marc Cooper that Las Vegas is a great place to live, and an even better 
place to raise your children he suggests that it means two things: “Housing is still cheap, and 
Las Vegas is still one of the most segregated cities in America.”  The geographic isolationism, 
political indifference, and economic selfishness of Las Vegans also describe the situation in 
other contemporary American cities. Kwinter and Fabricius offer a sinister future where 
hedonism mixes with continuous surveillance. 
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Fig. 8. Computer screen shot of the Matrix. 
 
Total concept instant cities these, subsisting on desert ground water reservoirs and 
entertainment matrixes whose pipelines had better not dry up. Las Vegas is not a 
city, but the calculus that makes the other possible, it is the matrix itself, the pure 
idea of a transient civilization where everyone is an extra, and everything was made 
just for you. 
 
Today Las Vegas is not unique, even if—historically—it has no equal among 
American cities. Its sanitized image compares to that of Seaside and other planned 
communities where the level of control over everyday behavior creates a surface of comfort. 
It was, perhaps, no accident that Seaside became the simulacrum for the movie The Truman 
Show where the privacy of an individual is jettisoned in favor of the amusement of the many. 
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